Managing Content for a News Application

We have managed all the content for an android application through which people can read newspapers of different languages using the single app.

**THE CLIENT**

The Client is the fastest growing telecom company in India.

**ABOUT THE PROJECT**

We have developed an android application basically for news upload. People get to read almost all the newspapers of different languages and different regions using this single application.

**SOLUTIONS DELIVERED**

- Publishers had uploaded the papers in standard format (Month Folder, Editions)
- Team combined all individual pages into one single document after crosschecking for errors or missing page numbers and did the corrections needed while combining the pages
- Once all the papers are combined they were uploaded to the content management system
- This Data was fetched by the server and papers were visible on the app after 20 mins
ALTEN Calsoft Labs is a next gen digital transformation, enterprise IT and product engineering services provider. The company enables clients to innovate, integrate, and transform their business by leveraging disruptive technologies like mobility, big data, analytics, cloud, IoT and software-defined networking (SDN/NFV). ALTEN Calsoft Labs provides concept to market offerings for industry verticals like education, healthcare, networking & telecom, hi-tech, ISV and retail. Headquartered in Bangalore, India, the company has offices in US, Europe and Singapore. ALTEN Calsoft Labs is a part of ALTEN group, a leader in technology consulting and engineering services.